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SEMINAR ON 

YOUTH CULTURE AND THE MEDIA 

BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE 

In many parts of the world where the mass media have made 

significant inroads, critics often point to the media - newspapers, 

magazines, radio, television, motion pictures - as responsible for 

creating a youth culture which is often associated with negative 

behavioural manifestations. Third World countries tend to 

view the development of this youth culture as an example of 

the negative influence of the Western media on the cultures of 

developing nations. • They perceive this culture as-the effect of 

the dominance of the Western media in world communications and as a 

manifestation of media and cultural imperialism. 

But is this a valid perception of the influence of media on 

youth culture? Many studies have been conducted on the effects 

of the media on children and youth but the scholars are still not 

in agreement on their findings. 

Is the acceptance, for instance, of externally-originated 

popular music necessarily a rejection of indigenous popular music? 

Observational data point out that in India, young people go to discos 

in the latest outfits and dance to the current hits, but once home, 

are just as equally comfortable listening to classical Indian 

music. In Singapore, Japanese popular music has found a large 

following among the young, and yet the same audience may patronise 

Chinese, Malay or Indian music. 

Do outlandish clothes and multi-tinted hairstyles necessarily 

reflect the cultural rebellion of the West transplanted to the Third 

World? A 1985 dissection of ithe issue over Singapore television did 

think so. 
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Or is the development of this youth culture a part of the 

process of cultural enrichment where external values and experiences 

are added to native values and experiences? Does the dominant 

communication flow from the West really threaten cultural diversity, 

possibly leading to the development of a world youth culture? Or 

does this only constitute juxtaposition, not imposition, of cultures? 

Communication scholars, sociologists, anthropologists and 

other social scientists have taken and are still taking a look at 

these issues, but often from a middle-aged or more senior perspective. 

But what do the young media professionals and researchers in Southeast 

Asia and the Pacific think about the same issues? 

This seminar on youth culture and the media has been proposed 

to get the viewpoints and perspectives of youth on these issues. 

BACKGROUND ON SPONSORING INSTITUTION 

The Asian Mass Communication Research and Information Centre 

(AMIC) was formally established in 1971 as a non-profit organisation 

with the support of the Government of Singapore and the Friedrich-

Ebert-Stiftung, an independent foundation of the Federal Republic of 

Germany. Although it began as one of several mass communication 

documentation centres around the world, AMIC has since expanded the 

scope of its activities to include publications, research, training 

and consultancy services. 

AMIC conducts training programmes, seminars and workshops 

throughout the region for the benefit of journalists, media professionals, 

communication educators and trainers, communication planners and 

policy-makers. Besides dealing with the basic issues in mass commu

nication, AMIC also focuses on the application of communication to 

the various spheres of everyday life. To this end, AMIC has organised 

a number of workshops on communication for development, consumerism, 
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public understanding of science, food and agricultural reporting, 

health and the media, etc. The underlying philosophy is that 

communication is a discipline that can be put to good use for the 

benefit of Asia's millions. 

This proposal for a Seminar on Youth Culture and the Media 

is a continuation of this tradition and an affirmation of our 

philosophy of communication. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE SEMINAR -

The main objective of the Seminar is to bring together a group 

of young media professionals and researchers to present their 

assessment of the influence of the mass media on the development of 

youth culture in their own societies, particularly in the Asia-

Pacific Region where interest in this issue is high. The objective 

of the assessment is, in a manner of speaking, to get a second 

opinion from the relatively young, to get fresh insights from the 

youth on the influence of the media on their lifestyles. 

Specifically, the Seminar aims to generate: 

1. an assessment of the influence of the media on youth, 

in general, in the context of their own Asian or Pacific 

culture; 

2. an assessment of the influence of the media on particular 

areas of youth lifestyle, like popular music, fashion, 

social values, attitudes and behaviour ; and 

3. a research agenda on the influence of media and 

communication from the West to the Asia-Pacific Region 

on youth culture. 
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EXPECTATIONS AND OUTCOMES 

Every participant will be expected to present a 30-45 minute 

seminar paper on the influence of the mass media or of a particular 

medium on youth culture in his country. The paper may touch on a 

number of just one specific aspect of youth culture and lifestyle, 

like music or fashion. Reactions to and discussions on the paper 

presented are expected to take place in the context of small groups 

or in a general open forum. These small group discussions/open 

forums are expected to be the venues for the development of a research 

agenda on media and youth culture in Asia and the Pacific. 

The research agenda will be developed into a proposal consisting 

of one big collaborative research project to be undertaken by the 

participants, or of smaller individual research efforts to be 

conducted by the participants in their own countries but with a common 

framework for comparative data purposes. 

The papers presented at the Seminar will be edited and published 

as a book by AMIC. The results of the ensuing research efforts will 

likewise be published as a monograph or book to serve as companion 

volume to the papers. Or the research results from each participatory 

country in the Asia-Pacific region may be published individually as 

case studies. 

These activities may complement the research project on "Music 

and Youth Culture" being undertaken by an international group called 

the ICYC, or International Communication and Youth Consortium. 

The area focus of the ICYC research project is Europe, the Americans, 

the Middle East, Africa, and North and South Asia. This present 

proposal focuses on Southeast Asia and the Pacific. 
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PARTICIPANTS 

There will be about 15-20 participants, drawn from young media 

professionals and researchers, including communication professors, 

with an interest in the youth culture. "Young" as used in this 

present context is meant people between the ages of 21 and 35. It is 

felt that this age bracket is still young enough to be able to -ecall 

the-period of recent adolescence and young adulthood, and yet still 

not too old to already perceive a generation gap. 

Media professionals may include advertising, marketing, and 

consumer relations specialists, media researchers affiliated with 

specific media organisations, like radio and television networks, 

and creative directors or project.officers for youth-oriented 

products and services. Other communication specialists may include 

academics like communication teachers, sociologists and anthropolo

gists, youth-oriented welfare specialists and social psycologists, 

among others. 

These "young" participants will be afforded the opportunity 

for professional developmnet and exposure to an international/ 

regional forum addressing issues confronting the young in the 

developing societies of Asia and the Pacific. 

DURATION AND PROPOSED PROGRAMME 

This Seminar is planned as a three-day programme. 

Following is the proposed schedule of activities of the Seminar. 

DAY ONE 

MORNING Opening Ceremonies 

Keynote Address: "Youth and Mass Media: Who 
Influences Whom?" 

Discussion/Open Forum 
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AFTERNOON Presentation of Seminar papers: 

1. The Influence of Media and the Music Industry 
on Singapore Youth. 

2. The Influence of American Media on a Pacific 
Island State: Focus on Youth 
and Music. 

3. The Broadcast Media and Popularisation of Youth-
Oriented Filipino Music. 

Discussion/Open Forum on Seminar.papers 

Discussion of Possible Research Areas 

Summary of Day's Proceedings 

DAY TWO 

MORNING Presentation of Seminar papers (Cont'd): 

4. Magazines and Their Influence on Youth Lifestyles 
in Thailand. 

5. The Impact of the Movies on Traditional Values 
and Attitudes of Youth in Malaysia. 

6. Radio and Its Impact on the Youth in Indonesia. 

Discussion/Open Forum on Seminar papers 

Discussion of Possible Research Areas 

AFTERNOON Presentation of Seminar papers (Cont'd): 

7. One Night in Bangkok: Media Stereotype vs. Reality. 
(Perceptions of a Young Thai) 

8. Portrayal of Youth and Youth Culture in Filipino 
Films - An Appraisal. 

9. Media and Moral Disintegration in the Pacific 
Islands: Rumour or Truth? 

Discussion/Open Forum on Seminar papers 

Discussion of Possible Research Areas 

Summary of Day's Proceedings 

DAY THREE 

MORNING Presentation of Seminar Papers (Cont'd): 

10. Sex and Violence in Films: Recent Findings on 
Impact on Youth and Youth Culture 

11. Do Fashion Magazines Influence Dressing Behaviour? 
(A View from Singapore) 
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12. The Influence on Media and Culture Exchange 
Programmes in ASEAN. 

Discussion/Open Forum on Seminar Papers 

Discussion of Possible Research Areas 

AFTERNOON Presentation of Research Agenda generated from 
Seminar papers and discussions 

Feedback and Discussion on Research Agenda/ 
Finalization of Research Agenda 

Summing Up 

Closing Ceremonies 

DOCUMENTATION AND EVALUATION 

AMIC will document the proceedings of the Seminar. Documentation 

will include transcription of presentation of papers and the ensuing 

discussions. A summary of each day's proceedings will be prepared 

at the end of the. day to be distributed to participants the following 

morning. Documentation will likewise include photographic coverage 

of the highlights of the Seminar. 

Participants will be asked to do an evaluation of the Seminar, 

using a prepared questionnaire to be designed by AMIC. The 

evaluation will cover such areas as relevance of seminar topic(s), 

quality of outputs, duration of Seminar, venue and services of the 

Seminar, and other pertinent items. 
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